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Treasury Report:  Bilateral Discussion: ACC, Immigration, and 
Workplace Relations and Safety 

Executive Summary 

Minister Lees-Galloway, covering the ACC, Immigration, and Workplace Relations and 
Safety portfolios, may seek up to  in operating expenditure over the forecast 
period and  in capital expenditure. This includes up to  in operating 
expenditure that would be cost-recovered from third parties. The new Budget initiatives for 
which funding is likely to be sought in Budget 2019 primarily focus on strengthening 
regulatory systems, and improving fairness in the ACC scheme. 

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE), on behalf of Minister Lees-
Galloway, is still at the very early stages of the prioritisation process across his three 
portfolios. We are still working to confirm the final amount for prioritisation for the Immigration 
portfolio, due to complexities from the combination of third party funding (Immigration fees 
and levies which are exempt) and direct Crown funding. 

Overall, few of the potential bids align well with the Budget 2019 priorities and little wellbeing 
analysis has been undertaken at this stage. Given limited alignment with Budget priorities, a 
strong case would need to be made that the initiatives represent high value for the 
Government in order to be considered. There are a number of potential bids that could meet 
the high bar for consideration but the majority are unlikely to. Among the initiatives, there 
have been no clear non-discretionary cost pressures identified. 
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Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 
 
a Note that this paper provides Treasury’s initial assessment of the initiatives across 

Minister Lees-Galloways’ three portfolios of ACC, Immigration, and Workplace Relations 
and Safety, for which funding is likely to be sought in Budget 2019 

 
Noted 
 

b Note that the Treasury considers that: 
 
i. there are few bids that align well with the Budget 2019 priorities, though some bids 

have partial alignment  
 

ii. a number align well with broader Cabinet Priority Committee priorities,  
 

iii. no clear non-discretionary cost pressures have been identified, and  
 

iv. the prioritisation process across the portfolios is still underway. 
 
 
 Noted 
 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Rutledge     
Manager, Skills, Employment, and 
Enterprise 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson  
Minister of Finance 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Hon Dr David Clark  
Associate Minister of Finance 
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Treasury Report: Bilateral Discussion: ACC, Immigration, and 
Workplace Relations and Safety 

Purpose of Report 

1. The purpose of this report is to provide background information and advice for your 
bilateral discussion with Minister Lees-Galloway at 11:00 a.m. on Thursday 18 October 
2018. 

2. This report has been prepared with the Ministry of Business, Innovation and 
Employment (MBIE) input, and relies heavily on the Treasury’s knowledge of the 
portfolio.  

3. The report covers: 

• An indication of the baseline prioritisation for this portfolio  

• New Budget initiatives for which funding is likely to be sought in Budget 2019  

• Cross-agency collaboration efforts 

• Further contextual information for the portfolio, and 

• Talking points for your discussion with Minister Lees-Galloway. 

Baseline Prioritisation 

4. Following the prioritisation guidelines agreed to by Cabinet, there is a total of $5,742 
million in scope for prioritisation within the ACC and Workplace Relations and Safety 
portfolios over the period 2019/20 to 2022/23.  This means that the 1 per cent 
prioritisation target for these portfolios is $57 million.  

5. The Treasury is still working with the MBIE to finalise the relevant amount of baseline 
funding for prioritisation within the Immigration portfolio. This delay is due to 
complexities from the combination of third party funding (Immigration fees and levies 
which are exempt) and direct Crown funding.  

Table 1: Baselines in scope for prioritisation by portfolio  
Portfolio  Total in scope for 

prioritisation  
(Total over 2019/20 to 
2022/23, $ millions) 

1 per cent target 
(Total over 2019/20 to 
2022/23, $ millions) 

ACC 5,544 55 

Immigration TBC TBC 

Workplace Relations 
and Safety 

198 2 

6. MBIE is at the very early stages of the prioritisation process across these three 
portfolios. 
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ACC portfolio  

7. The ACC baseline in scope for prioritisation primarily covers the Non-Earners’ Account 
(NEA), as the other accounts are covered by levies not appropriations. ACC is an 
entitlement scheme and has a number of uncontrollable costs; however there are some 
areas in which ACC can influence their spending. ACC’s NEA cost pressure initiative 
typically includes savings initiatives in the form of injury prevention and other 
management responses to control costs, which this year are likely to be the base of the 
1 per cent savings submission. Last year’s management response was approximately 
4 per cent of the baseline. 

Workplace Relations and Safety Portfolio 

8. It is not yet clear what options for prioritisation there will be for the Workplace Relations 
and Safety portfolio. The majority of in-scope funding across Workplace Relations and 
Safety relates to areas that are likely to seek further funding through Budget 2019, 
including Employment Relations Services ($153 million) and Policy Advice ($30m).  

Immigration Portfolio 

9. Similar to the Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio, it is not yet clear what options 
for prioritisation there will be for the Immigration portfolio. The majority of direct Crown-
funding in Immigration is expected to relate to Integrity and Security of the Immigration 
System for which additional funding is likely to be sought in the area of compliance and 
investigations. 

New Initiatives that May be Submitted for Budget 2019  

10. Minister Lees-Galloway may seek up to  in operating expenditure over 
the forecast period and  in capital expenditure, as per the table below. This 
includes up to  in operating expenditure that would be cost-recovered from 
third parties.  

11. Annex One provides a breakdown of possible initiatives by portfolio and initiative type. 
It reflects information provided by MBIE to Minister Lees-Galloway to inform this 
bilateral discussion.  

Table 2: Overview of funding sought by Minister Lees-Galloway for Budget 2019  
Portfolio  Operating  

(Total over forecast period, 
$ millions) 

Capital  
(10 year total, $ millions) 

ACC portfolio  

Immigration portfolio 

Workplace Relations 
and Safety portfolio 

Total  

 

 

                                                
1  

[33]
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ACC portfolio  

12. 

13. 

14. 

Immigration portfolio 

15. We are aware of four initiatives for the Immigration portfolio: 

• Compliance capability: This initiative seeks increased investment in sector 
education and compliance capability to help prevent migrant exploitation, and to 
improve INZ’s integrated compliance approach. MBIE consider this is a 
discretionary cost pressure. This does align with the Government’s Cabinet 
Priorities Committee (CPC) priority of shared prosperity. 

• 

• Prevention of mass arrivals: This initiative would provide additional investment 
in New Zealand’s intelligence gathering, relationship building and disruption of 
attempted mass transit to New Zealand.  

• Electronic Travel Authority contingency: Cabinet has approved the 
introduction of an Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) from 2019 to improve New 
Zealand’s border security. A pre commitment to funding the contingency was 
sought at the time that the ETA was agreed, but it was not agreed to by Cabinet. 
There is already some risk buffer within the agreed funding for cost variation.  

16. Of the four Immigration portfolio initiatives, we consider that the compliance capability 
initiative may meet the high bar for consideration for Budget 2019, but the other three 
are unlikely to. There is one additional initiative that may be submitted, though we have 
not received any detail of the scope or likely cost. This relates to supporting future 
changes to temporary work visas.  

17. As in Minister Lees-Galloway’s other portfolios, there is an initiative related to the 
capability of the regulator, in this case the compliance function of Immigration New 
Zealand (INZ). 

Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio 

18. We are aware of three main initiatives for the Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio. 
These initiatives propose to increase the capability and capacity of regulators for 
workplace health and safety (WorkSafe New Zealand) 

 

[33]

[33]

[33]
[33]
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• Information and tools to support the new pay equity regime: This initiative 
would assist parties who are pursuing or involved in a pay equity claim to achieve 
an equitable outcome sooner.  

• WorkSafe capability: WorkSafe has prepared a business case for further 
investment across its inspectorate, intelligence, guidance, ICT systems and injury 
prevention functions to meet cost pressures and enable a smarter system able to 
better identify and reduce harm in the workplace. MBIE consider this to be a 
discretionary cost pressure. 

• 

19. None of these initiatives have strong links to the Budget priority areas (some partial), 
though they do all align with the Government’s CPC priorities. Given this, we consider 
the challenge for MBIE and the Minister will be making a sufficient case that these 
initiatives represent high value. 

20. In addition, cost pressure initiatives may be proposed for policy resources to deliver the 
existing policy programme, and to cover costs from a High Performing, Highly Engaged 
Summit. From the limited information available, these do not appear to meet the criteria 
for non-discretionary cost pressures, and are unlikely to align with Budget priorities. 

Cross-agency Collaboration Efforts 

21. Finance Ministers have indicated that collaboration will be a central feature of Budget 
2019. A number of initiatives across the Immigration and Workplace Relations and 
Safety portfolios require a high level of collaboration across agencies. 

Immigration portfolio 

22. The following initiatives that are likely to be submitted will require collaboration: 

• Compliance capability: This will require collaboration with Employment Services 
and WorkSafe NZ, as well as the Sector Workforce Engagement Programme. 
This collaboration has begun. 

• 

• Prevention of mass arrivals: This will require collaboration with other agencies 
that have an interest in international and border security. We are not aware of 
whether this collaboration has begun. 

Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio 

23. The following initiatives that are likely to be submitted will require collaboration: 

• Information and tools to support the new pay equity regime: This initiative is 
being developed jointly with the State Services Commission (as support for State 
sector pay equity claims) and the Ministry for Women (as policy lead on a 
possible pay transparency regime). However, we understand that the Minister for 
Women has directed the Ministry for Women to submit a separate Budget 
initiative covering the same purpose. We consider that the existing joint 
development approach is more appropriate and reduces the risk of duplicated 
effort and output. 

[33]
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• WorkSafe capability: WorkSafe has been engaging with MBIE, the Government 
Chief Digital Officer and the Treasury on its business case. Some aspects of the 
initiative, particularly increasing harm prevention efforts in work-related mental 
health, will require further collaboration with ACC and the Ministry of Health. 
However, that relates to areas beyond the scope of MBIE’s preferred option. 

• 

For the Discussion with Minister Lees-Galloway 

24. Annex one provides you with details of the funding sought by Minister Lees-Galloway, 
across the three portfolios. Annex two provides further Contextual Information for these 
Portfolios. 

25. A common set of talking points, covering the purpose of this set of bilateral discussions 
and the expectations of Ministers with respect to Budget 2019 are attached in Annex 
Three. We have also provided you with some portfolio specific talking points to support 
the discussion.  

[33]
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Annex One: Funding Sought by Minister Lees-Galloway by Portfolio  

ACC portfolio  

 $ millions  
Initiative type  Initiative  Operating funding 

(total over 
forecast period) 

Capital 
funding (10 
year total)  

Initial comment on 
initiative.  
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Immigration portfolio 

 $ millions  
Initiative type  Initiative  Operating 

funding (total 
over forecast 
period) 

Capital 
funding  
(10 year total)  

Initial comment on 
initiative 

Out-of-scope Compliance 
capability – 
Investment in 
compliance and 
intelligence to target 
over-stayers and 
migrant exploitation. 

This does not have strong 
links to the Budget 
priorities, but does align 
with some of the 
Government’s CPC 
priorities. We consider 
that this could be high 
value and could be 
scaled.  

Out-of-scope Prevention of mass 
arrivals – 
investment in New 
Zealand’s 
intelligence 
gathering, 
relationship building 
and disruption of 
attempted mass 
transit to New 
Zealand. 

Out-of-scope Electronic Travel 
Authority 
contingency - 
contingency for 
potential cost 
overrun.  

There is already some 
‘risk buffer’ within the 
agreed funding for cost 
variation. If a contingency 
is not provided then any 
overruns will be 
requested as a between 
budget funding bid, 
reflecting the standard 
approach. 

Total for Immigration  
 

 

 

 

 

[33]
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Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio 

 $ millions  
Initiative type  Initiative  Operating funding 

(total over 
forecast period) 

Capital 
funding (10 
year total)  

Initial comment on 
initiative 

Out-of-scope Information 
and tools to 
support the 
new pay 
equity regime 

Partial alignment with 
lifting Maori and Pacific 
incomes and potentially 
reducing child poverty, 
and aligns with some of 
the CPC priorities. Has 
been a high degree of 
coordination, but 
potential for a competing 
initiative from the 
Minister for Women 
which may undermine 
this. Key challenge will 
be to make a sufficient 
case for high-value 
investment. 

Out-of-scope WorkSafe 
capability 
building and 
cost 
pressures 

This does not have 
strong links to the 
Budget priorities, but 
does align with some of 
the CPC priorities. 
Coordination underway. 
Supported by a business 
case for presenting cost 
pressures and investing 
in the first four years of a 
transformation to 
become a “world-class 
regulator”. There may be 
options to stage the 
investment. 

Total for Workplace Relations and 
Safety 

128-2283 32  

                                                
2   

3  See above 

[33]

[33]
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Annex Two: Further Contextual Information for these Portfolios 

ACC portfolio 

‘Full funding’ of ACC makes it difficult to influence ACC spending 

1. Although ACC is an entitlement scheme, there are choices about how much is spent on 
various services, and the government may wish to influence ACC’s spending decisions 
in line with their current priorities. 

2. Typically, the Budget is a significant lever for influencing the spending of agencies, as 
agencies can only spend the money they are appropriated each year. However for both 
ACC’s levy funded and appropriation funded accounts, ACC holds investment assets in 
excess of their annual cash requirements. Therefore in any particular year, irrespective 
of Budget decisions, ACC have the ability to increase or reduce spending year on year. 

3. This weakens the funding signal received by ACC, because even if they receive no 
extra funding they are able to increase their spending. 

ACC costs are increasing at around 8 per cent 

4. These settings have resulted in significant cost growth for ACC, at around 8 per cent. 
This growth includes both controllable and uncontrollable elements of spending. This is 
much higher than cost growth in other parts of the public sector. For example, Vote 
Health has received cost pressure Budget increases of around 3 per cent over the last 
few years. 

5. In addition, this cost growth does not appear to align with other Government initiatives 
such as the directive to find one percent savings in the baselines of all portfolios. This 
can put pressure on Government sustainability as a whole, by increasing the disparity 
between services provided by ACC and those of the Health or Welfare systems. 

Communicating Government priorities 

7. To make the funding policy work, ACC’s revenue (from investment returns, levies, and 
appropriations) and spending/cost growth need to be considered together. In the 
absence of an effective funding lever, Government priorities and decisions need to be 
clearly communicated to ensure alignment with the ACC Board. This includes 
communicating the rationale behind funding decisions and expectations for managing 
cost growth. 

8. If you wish to have more influence over ACC spending, one way of achieving this is to 
clearly communicate the outcome and rationale of Budget decisions to the Minister of 
ACC, to send a clear signal regarding policy direction and cost growth. This could 
outline specific expectations about controlling costs, informed by Treasury’s ACC 
Monitoring function.  

9. This would also be an early opportunity to influence the setting of ACC’s service 
agreement, which sets ACC’s performance targets for the next few years. Alongside 
Budget, this is the Government’s main opportunity to influence ACC’s spending. The 
service agreement sets budget and performance expectations and is signed off by both 
ACC and the Minister for ACC. 

[33]
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Immigration portfolio 

Relevant funding increases in recent Budgets 

10. Budget 2018 coincided with consideration of the Immigration Fee and Levy review and 
resulted in Cabinet approving increased operational spending of $163.3 million over 
five years. The increase to spending is to be met almost entirely from increases to 
immigration fees and levies due to come into effect in November 2018.  

11. The bulk of the increased spending ($123.8 million over five years) was to complete the 
Visa Services 2020 change programme, and address other ICT and workforce cost 
pressures and capability gaps within the Visa Services area.  

12. However, there was also increased operational spending of $39.6 million over five 
years in border security and migrant protection. This area had previously received 
$33.0 million additional operating over five years in Budget 2015.  

Existing pre-commitments against Budget 2019 

13. There have been two pre-commitments for Budget 2019 for the Immigration portfolio. 
Two tagged contingencies were set aside to support the increase in the refugee quota. 
The first tagged contingency set aside $140 million operating funding over the next six 
years ($106 million over the forecast period) and $35 million in outyears. It also sets 
aside $7.368 million of capital funding in 2019/20. The second tagged contingency sets 
aside $35 million operating funding over the forecast period. In addition, $21.8 million in 
capital allowance was pre-committed to support the introduction of an Electronic Travel 
Authority. 

Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio 

Relevant funding increases in recent Budgets 

14. Budget 2018 provided $4.3 million operating funding over four years to address cost 
pressures, primarily in the Labour Inspectorate. In addition, Budget 2018 provided $8.8 
million operating funding over four years to marginally increase the number of labour 
inspectors, and to enable further work to inform an investment proposal on the changes 
necessary to improve the effectiveness of employment regulation. 

15. Budget 2017 provided additional funding for pay equity dispute resolution and Holidays 
Act compliance in anticipation of higher workloads.  

16. Budget 2015 provided $32 million operating funding over four years to meet capacity 
pressures in the service delivery of employment relations and standards. 

WorkSafe Capability Business Case 

17. We has been supporting MBIE on engagement with WorkSafe New Zealand as they 
have been preparing a business case for funding presenting cost pressures and the 
first four years of a transformation to become a “world-class regulator”. The business 
case has been finalised, but engagement on the content is continuing, including 
understanding the longer-term programme of change, the current level of planning 
certainty, and options for staging any potential investment. 

 

 

 

[33]
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Annex Three: Talking points for Budget 2019 bilateral meetings  

Purpose  

The purpose of each bilateral meeting is to:  

• Go over some of the key requirements for Budget 2019; 

• Understand your priorities, what initiatives you are planning on submitting for Budget 
2019, how these relate to Budget priorities, and how you are working across portfolios 
and agencies on the initiatives; and 

• Understand how you are approaching the prioritisation exercise for Budget 2019.  
 
Expectations and Requirements for Budget 2019  

Budget 2019 is our first Wellbeing Budget. For it to be successful, there are a number 
of changes for us as Ministers and for our agencies 

• Budget 2019 will be anchored around five priorities, which were established based on 
analysis from the Living Standards Framework, sector understanding and engagement 
across the public sector. These will drive the development of initiatives and decision 
making, and ensure a wellbeing focus is embedded at the heart of the Budget.  

• While priority-aligned initiatives will be the main focus, non-aligned cost pressures 
where the Government has little discretion will also be within scope. A high bar will be 
set for any initiatives outside of these two areas. This high bar means that initiatives will 
need to achieve a strong assessment from the Treasury in the following areas:  

o Government direction and priority-alignment  

o Wellbeing analysis and intervention logic  

o Cost understanding, and 

o Collaboration. 

• We cannot achieve any of the priorities without working across portfolios and agencies. 
As a result, collaboration between Ministers and across agencies is expected and will 
be a component of how Finance Ministers and the Treasury will look at and assess 
initiatives and Budget packages.  

• All initiatives will also be required to present a wellbeing analysis – something your 
agencies will be working on. This involves identifying the impacts of initiatives on the 12 
wellbeing domains, the four capitals and whether the initiative adapts to or absorbs risk 
and builds resilience. This wellbeing analysis will also play a role in how we consider 
packages and make decisions through the Budget process.  

 
Budget 2019 allowances are tight 
 
• It is important that we continue to stick to the Budget Responsibility Rules. But doing 

so, while also achieving our objectives for the Wellbeing Budget, will require 
considerable effort. 
 

• After pre-commitments, we have under $2 billion operating per annum available for 
Budget 2019 (as at 15 October).  On the capital side, our shift to a multi-year capital 
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allowance will provide greater flexibility, but it won’t increase the total amount of 
funding available. There have already been significant calls on the capital allowance as 
well.  

•  
The tight allowances are another reason why the prioritisation exercise of identifying 
low-value and non-priority aligning expenditure is important. We want to ensure that 
our focus is not just on marginal expenditure but also on ensuring existing expenditure 
supports this Government’s direction and priorities. 
 

• I also want to re-enforce that pre-commitments against these allowances only further 
reduce the amount that we have to spend for the Wellbeing Budget. These should only 
be considered where there is an urgent need for funding in 2018/19 and the BBC has 
been exhausted.  

 
Understanding each Minister’s approach to their initiatives for Budget 2019  

• The rest of this meeting is about you and your portfolios.  

• I’m keen to understand your priorities, what is most important to you, and what 
initiatives you’re developing with your agencies and other Ministers for Budget 2019.  

• I’m also interested in how you’re approaching the prioritisation exercise, and any high 
level areas you’re considering with this.  

• Finally, I’d like to understand how you have found the Budget process so far, and 
confirm that you have the information and support you need.  

 
Portfolio specific talking points 

General points 

• There are few direct connections between the initiatives within your portfolios and the 
Budget priorities. How do these initiatives support other Government priorities? Do you 
expect that these initiatives all represent high value investments?  

• How are you using the connections between your portfolios, and the potential for 
collaboration, through these initiatives? 

ACC portfolio  

• In the context of the 1% prioritisation exercise, what steps are you taking to limit cost 
pressure growth in ACC? 

• How do the legislation modernisation Budget initiatives align with Government and 
Budget priorities? 

Immigration portfolio 

• I understand that your main priority within the Immigration portfolio is the initiative to 
strengthen the regulatory system through investment in sector education and 
compliance capability. How will this align with and support your other initiatives that 
also have a focus on regulator capability? 

• [33]
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• 

 

Workplace Relations and Safety portfolio 

•  

• I understand that the Minister for Women has directed the Ministry for Women to 
prepare a competing initiative for information and tools to support the new pay equity 
regime. The current approach of jointly-developing the initiative is more consistent with 
Budget Ministers’ expectations of collaboration in Budget 2019. 

 

[33]
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